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SUMMER SPLASH 2017

BE SUMMER READY!
Beach season is approaching ! Women of all ages
will be planning on enhancing their "look" for the
beach and pool.
Braza offers summer swim essentials designed, to
enhance body shape and help women with their
individual challenges.
Will your customers be "summer ready"?

Your friends at Braza…

EDITOR’S PICK
Notes from
the Editor

S H EER D RES S - U P
Are we ready to look barely dressed?
Lets get excited, summer is on our heels!
Here are the latest sheer dress-up styles
for summer…

lace
bodysuit

SWIM ESSENTIALS
SWIM PETALS™

REUSABLE SILICONE GEL PETALS
7900

It's time to dive into the pool for aqua aerobics!

R

eusable gel petals eliminate embarrassing
"show-through". Contoured
silicone gel petals mold to breast
shape for a natural look and feel.

tulle
skirt

sheer
dress

sheer
bodysuit
…to make your
legs appear long.

EDITOR’S PICK
SWIM ESSENTIALS
CAMEL~NOT™
3022

amel~Not is a great "swim essential" for any type
of bathing suit or workout gear. These inserts are
comfortable, contoured, wafer-thin and attach to your
clothing with double-sided adhesives (included).
Camel~Not can be worn in and out of the water and
will stay in place. It's a perfect add-on sale!
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SWIM ESSENTIALS

SWIM SHAPERS® SILICONE

OR FOAM ENHANCEMENT
7350 & 2024

wim Shapers are designed to create a natural
enhancement in any two piece swimsuit.
Braza offers a wide selection of silicone and
foam pads for your customers.

S

Swim Shapers will add fullness, lift, shaping
and cleavage to the bustline. They also prevent
nipples from showing through thin materials.

BEST SELLERS
TALK TO THE HEEL
SANDAL THONG RELIEF
94016

Ready to walk comfortably on a sandy
beach or boardwalk?

S

oft gel cushions that slip over the sandal post,
eliminating friction and irritation between toes.

SWIM ESSENTIALS
SWIM CLEAVAGE KIT
2050

wim Cleavage Kit includes two pair
of foam pads and one mini adhesive
clothing tape dispenser.

S

The pads are covered in a soft nylon for
comfort and provides fullness, lift, cleavage
and shaping.
psst… Our clothing tape is for any fashion

emergency that may pop up.

SWIM ESSENTIALS
MALIBU LACE TUBE
4801
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his multi-functional tube can…

• be worn in and out of the water,
• be slipped on when removing a
wet top.

If you use as a swim top, you can be
assured that it will dry quickly (in less
than 30 minutes in the sun).
Splashing fun!

Swim or Change
into a Malibu Lace
Tube!

w
Get a few
colors too
"mix &
match""

DAVINA’S FASHION NOTES

Here are some
fun fashionable accessories
for beach, pool…
or where ever!
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